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INTRODUCTION
This city compendium is for use with your favourite tabletop roleplaying game, Tricca; The City
of Gallows is a part of the Hertrend worldbuilding project by Tom Dowler; however this book
has been concieved with the notion that anyone could drop Tricca into their own world and
enjoy it as we do.
This part of our shared, dark fantasy world has been expertly and lovingly illustrated by Abigail
Brown. The illustrations include fantasy species such as Orcs, Elves, Gnomes and Dwarves, along
with a myriad of other creatures. However, like every game and world created specifically as an
expansion pack for our imaginations, add and craft away as you see fit.
If you wish to add a book keepers shop run by some old conniving halfling with a beard as long
as he is tall to the Dreggs, then by all that is perfect about our beloved medium, do it!
Tricca and the whole of the Hertrend continent is crafted with a love of fantasy, great narrative
and cinematic moments. Our team hopes that you enjoy this book, and the city we have so
lovingly crafted!
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WELCOME
TO

TRICCA

THE CITY OF GALLOWS

The guttural growl of thunder rumbled across
darkened skies; Rain lanced into the cobbled
streets below and filthy water ran in rivers
down the hill towards the Dregs. The Dregs
was Tricca’s answer to crime; in the same way
that leaving an open wound to fester and rot
is the answer to that issue. That being said,
The Dregs was home to a myriad of strange
buildings with varying levels of verticality,
which meant that it made the perfect home
for those on the lower echelons of society. If
you couldn’t build at ground level, you could
undoubtedly build atop, or below something.
Many of the businesses that had entrances onto
street level had crooked makeshift buildings
perched precariously upon them; of course
the owners of the businesses charged rent
as was appropriate. The Corglegnome family
or any other prominent gang then charged
the business owners for protection, and so
the economy of the Dregs became common
knowledge, and who got paid for which
premises changed as often as the varying gangs
decided to make land grabs throughout the
city.
The Dregs surrounded the docks, a locale
that found itself constantly bustling; during
the day, the cacophony of work, song, joviality
and curse words danced around the area like
leaves on the wind; at night, those that poured
out of the famous Crossed Blades Inn found
themselves with few places to venture, to the
south the docks, where doxies and dealers
prowled seeking sailors and suitors for their

services, to the Dregs where you were as likely
to find your way home as you were to find
yourself with a knife in the back gurgling in a
puddle of your own blood in some nondescript
alleyway. Those who spent enough time in the
Dregs learned to use either the Ratways or the
Masts.
The Ratways, tunnels below the streets of
Tricca, old sewers, ancient mausoleums and
the drainage systems currently in use created
a warren of routes that could get you pretty
much anywhere in the city, and out of it should
you need a quick escape; along it’s walls were
hollowed out homes and shops, each one in
varying states of build, water was a constant
and the rains were welcome to wash away still
and stagnant pools that stuck around long after
the last downpours. Those with more sense
built their homes into disused areas of the
sewers, those who didn’t wish to fight for their
plot would build anywhere, although that came
with the constant choking stench of feces,
some denizens of this underground hideaway
would wear masks almost constantly, resort to
magical means to stop the stench or the really
downtrodden might take to trying to remove
their own sense of smell in a desperate act of
self mutilation.
The Masts however was a playground of rope
ladders, gantries and rigging high above the
streets, all manner of rogue traversed this
gauntlet on a daily basis to get too and from
where they wanted to be. The sound of boots
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on rooves was common if you were in a room
on the top floor. Windows and their sills
became doorways in their own right and new
means of magical lock had to be developed
to keep people from taking shortcuts through
the top floor of folks homes. Of course, the
Masts came with it’s own set of problems, and a
team of street cleaners were formed from the
many gangs occupying the Dregs to clean up
the bodies of those who had misjudged a jump,
fallen and broken their neck after a heavy night
of drinking, or any other number of mistakes
that can happen many stories above the floor.

Hangman’s folly sat in the center of The Dregs,
at it’s heart, an old chapel built from the
first ship to land on Triccan soil and begin
the expansion of the settlement. Around
the decrepit, crooked old monument, a
graveyard, entrances to the Ratways through
old mausoleums could be found in numerous
locations across the folly, surrounding this
patch of unkempt parkland were gallows with
old iron cages hung. Someone or something
kept them rust free and they glistened as they
swung letting our creaking moans.
With the storm finding it’s home above the
city and this being a common occurrence, it
surprised the noble families who lived upon
the hill away from the docks, that those in the
dregs who built their homes and businesses
below ground weren’t washed away on a
weekly basis. In fact, they lamented the fact
that their prayers weren’t heard that the gods
hadn’t seen fit to enact a purge to that effect.
Across their ornate Ironoak tables, from their
comfy padded chairs, they would cross their
fingers with every deep rumble and surge of
water from the heavens.
The higher into the city you got away from
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the docks, the more affluent the area. Rogues
Farthing was an expanse of well kept green
belt within the city, an area of parkland that
outshone her sister Hangman’s Folly with ease.
Ornate bandstands and speaking podiums
were dotted around, and it often played host
to fayres or circuses that came to town. The
Farthing drew a line between the filth of the
Dregs and the glittering gems that were the
noble estates. If the Dregs portrayed filth and
corruption on every level, the Noble Quarter
did everything it could to hide the fact that it
too housed it’s fair share of filth and corruption.
The houses of the estates continued the
tradition of buildings in Tricca, built from the
grey stone and hardwoods, however, they also
sported large enclosed gardens. fenced in
beauty that only those that dared steal from
the upper crust might see, and obviously their
guests. Triccan nobility held onto that age old
tradition of those with too much wealth, that
they must outdo one another in every possible
way. Thus estates continued to grow, gaining
exotic lawn ornaments and flora. Horses and
carriages built from the finest materials this
side of the Hertrend continent.
These storms were not uncommon on the Ebon
Coast, they laid siege through every season.
From the season of the Fallingstar, where the
leaves on the trees that line the more affluent
city streets turned golden and fell about
creating crunchy carpets for those with the
money to tread them; through to the season
of the risen bloom, when flowers and colour
saw fit to return to the often grey and bleak
domiciles that made up Tricca; a place known
affectionately as “The City of Gallows”.

Timelines
Ages of Hertrend
SYW; The Seven Year War, this age only lasted seven years but the age was so brutal; an
unforgiving time in the lives of the people of Hertrend that most scholars and academics have
deemed it the most pivotal time in the age of Hertrend.
RP; Years of the Rosethrone Pact. The Rosethrone Pact came into play after The Sundering War
and began as a time of prosperity for the folk of the middlelands. Caldira and Barcot allied and
shared in their industrial and technical progression.

0SYW - The Sundering War
During The Sundering War, the whole
continent of Hertrend came united in the
defence of their lands against invaders from
the west.
All the allied species came together, even the
tribes of the Skadi Planes fought to fend off
the Riari Invaders.
The war lasted 7 long years and destroyed
many cultural and spiritual sites on the Ebon
Coast.
Though to this day, the citizens of the
Hertrend continent still know very little of
the Riari people and their lands. There was a

concentrated effort by the armies to destroy
ancient sites purpotedly linked to magic.
Over the duration of the Sundering War, the
Riari managed to destroy many of the links to
the ethereal world, those who were captured
claimed that leaving magic within the world
would one day lead to the end of the world
and possible other planes of existence. They
claimed that the links that bound the primal
world to those of otherness would bring
monstrosities, demons, aliens and devils into
the prime.

7SYW / 0RP - The Rosethrone Pact
The Rosethrone Pact was signed by the
governing bodies of the largest remaining
cities on the coast.
Barcot and Caldira had both stood strong
during the war and had set aside their
bickering from before the great feud.

The Rosethrone Pact involved diplomats
from Caldira, Barcot, Markholm, Tricca and
the delegates from the Bracken Accords,
Llanwrystw and the Head of the Skadi Tribes.
The Monarchy would reign from Caldira,
whilst state law and policy was debated and
governed from Barcot.
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50RP - The Year of the Crimson Clan
The attempt to contain the clans of the Skadi
planes under tribal law binding them into the
same peace pacts as the human settlements
were always tenuous and strained to say the
least.
50 years after the Elder of the Skadi Tribes
and Clans had signed peace into existence. A
group formed from those within the beastial
tribes who tired of trade and attempts at
cultural integration set about forcing the
joined clans of the Skadi Planes in reigniting
their wars against the Elves of the Llanwrystw
forests and the men of the north.

During this time they raided and killed, taking
what they could.
A new leader was eventually elected in the
Season of the Burning Sky and the tribes
of the Skadi planes once again began their
lifestyle of raiding and reigniting of the old
ways.

176RP - Faringorg ‘The Ice Eternal’
Faringorg (Fah-Rin-Gor-Sh) caused a great
war between the monstrous races of the
mountains and the people of Ulund &
Gradbolg.
The Faringorg was a time of hardship for
all of those in the north. A 7 year perpetual
winter where hunting and foraging became
impossible.

The people of the settlements in the north
became victim of countless monster raids.
The 7 year winter eventually faded and the
people of the North were able to drive back
the creatures who had gained a foothold in
their lands, though some of the monstrous
species found themselves able to adapt
and join civilized society amongst the tribes
people.

527RP - The Succession of Barcot
Barcot become tired of the constant back
and forth between the Monarchy and their
own parliament.
Leaving the Rosethrone Pact they have
sparked tensions between the two great
cities of the Ebon Coast.
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This tension is where the world finds
itself currently. The coast is split in loyalty
between the Barcotian Province and the
Archipelago of the Sleepless Crown.

Seasons
The Season of the Falling Star

The Season of the Burning Sky

Patrons of The Season

Patrons of The Season

Vayderi, Goddess of the Harvest
Izrah, Lord of Thieves
Beruht, God of Destruction

Neverh, Lady of the Forge
Ranael, Lady of Law
Camua, Goddess of Travel

Months

Months

Varderin (31 Days)
Izrin (30 Days)
Behrin (30 Days)

Navarin (30 Days)
Rinain (31 Days)
Camuin (31 Days)

The Season of the Grey Moon

The Season of the Risen Bloom

Patrons of The Season

Patrons of The Season

Xatya, Goddess of Nightmares
Crow, The Chain Keeper

Abluril, God of the Woodlands
Rodore, God of Protection
Savire, Goddess of the Heart

Autumn

Winter

Months
Zitrian (45 Days)
Chirian(31 Days)

Summer

Spring

Months
Navarin (30 Days)
Rinain (31 Days)
Camuin (31 Days)
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Tricca is one of the oldest cities on the continent, named the “City of Gallows” due to the high
crime rate and the ruthlessness with which the law has handled it in the past. It sits on the
farthest point north on the inlet from the Sea of Aeles.
Still a busy port town and does business up and down the Coast, along with shipping items inland
via cart or rail. A midpoint between the two largest cities, Tricca serves both Barcot and Caldria,
the newest venture to hit the inland areas of Tricca is the railway line being built between the two
main cities on this part of the continent.
Tricca has very rarely suffered fools for very long, thus the merchants, nobles, rogues, militia and
pirates that call this part of the world their home are seasoned and hardy. The graveyards on the
outskirts of town lay full of those who would attempt its streets without sufficient knowledge,
grit or skill. Not often marked with gravestones and more often than not placed into mass graves
signified only by a small mound.
In the bay where the seas darken, you would make out buoyant markers with horrifying visages
signifying the location of those guilty (or not as the case may be) of crimes against the Aelan Tithe
Collectors drown in cages battered below the waves.
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Governing Bodies
There are two ruling councils in Tricca.
One is the “legitimate ruling caste” known only as the Triccan Council of Nobles and the
other is the shadowy Aelan Tithe Collectors.
Both councils have come to an agreement that those in the lower quarters (The Dreggs)
will pay heed to the Aelan Tithe Collectors and the upper classes, tradesmen and
merchants who inhabit the higher ranks of society will follow the Triccan Council of
Nobles.

Guilds & Factions
The Aelan Tithe Collectors.
A group of the most powerful underworld Triccan mob bosses who walk amongst the
nobles and the lower castes of this darkened city. Notable members include Viggo
Corlegnome of the Shadowcrank gang.
The leaders of these gangs manage a delicate balance between ensuring the Nobles are
kept out of their business and ensuring that all of the underworld gangs and guilds are
paying tithes and remaining in their assigned territories, only working the trades they
should. Should the gangs and guilds begin to steal from one another or work trades that
are not their own, it is on the Aelan Tithe Collectors to quash the uprising.
The ATC find themselves at the center of a wide spread silent war instigated by the Foxes
of Caldira, namely Saith Valen.

Free Merchants Guild
The free merchants have come to Tricca to take advantage of the railroad, much like the
low paid workers. However they have invested in the creation of this intercity link on the
coast, in the hopes of making further riches, with the unionisation of the workers, they are
now intent on keeping a rebellion down.
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Railroad Workers Union
With the laying of the railroad between Barcot and Caldira many low income families have
moved to Tricca and the surrounding areas to work on the railroad, however with most
industry, the rich only look to get richer, and are paying a pittance for dangerous work.
The workers have unionised and thus the free merchants guilds have begun hiring
mercenaries to make the fight for a fair wage much harder.

Foxes of Caldira
The Foxes have a well established foothold in Tricca due to the nature of the residents
that live here. The lower city (aka The Dregs) is a hive of scum and villainy, and with the
railroad being built, merchants and those seeking the opportunities that come with
industry have moved into the ever richer parts of town.
With the rich pickings available, The Foxes of Caldira have started to encroach on the
many other thieves guilds territories that divide the city.
Saith Valen, leader of the Foxes visits the city from time to time to check on how their
silent war is being waged.

Covenant of Thorns
Found throughout the Ebon Coast, members of the Covenant are everywhere. They could
be the local butcher or a high ranking official in the Military. Their aims to transform the
world into the ideal environment for their demon patrons.
The levels of debauchery in Tricca, make the city a great hunting ground for malleable
souls, whether that be to turn them into followers, tributes or vessels.

Hounds of the Royfalls
Whilst not stationed here, The hounds have a few notable recruiters who trawl the cities
prisons for the worst of the worst, men they can buy the lives of. Once their lives are
bought, these men are not free, they are simply moved into the custody of the Hounds
until they are indoctrinated and magically branded.
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White Daggers
Much like the covenant of thorns, The White Daggers are everywhere and again could
be anyone in the city. Their handlers will simply pass their instructions through the
appropriate channels. In any city, each dagger will only know about 3 other associates
and no more. This allows for the passing of information without the need to meet the
originator & if a dagger is to be caught, they can only reveal the identity of a few of their
kin.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
The wealthy are in the minority in Tricca,
those who have the wealth to do so live
the farthest inland, whilst the poor live
in shanty-like areas closer to the Docks.
Those who are scattered between in their
earnings and holdings live in concentric
arcs leading outward towards the richer
parts of town.

With the Barcot to Caldiran line being
built with Tricca as a central point and
the hostilities between the two cities
still burning passionately, Tricca looks to
become a boom town in the coming years,
turning it from a place once suited only to
criminals and pirates to a thriving outpost
for trade and commerce.

Predominantly a human settlement,
however amongst the other races there is
an equal representation of Elves, Dwarves,
Gnomes, Halflings.

DEFENCES
Tricca has two main gates, one to the
northeast and one to the northwest. The
city is otherwise walled completely with
towers at half-mile intervals manned by
guards from either the Triccan Council
of Noble’s city guards or Aelan Tithe
Collectors militia.

Watchtowers are dotted along the coast
and there is always a Man’o’War from both
factions station further out into the mouth
of the bay.

The main city walls are also connected to a
harbour wall that encompasses a large area
of the port where larger ships are built.

INDUSTRY
Though the rail network is new, Tricca has always been a city of trade. A place for those
from the larger cities to come and trade without breaking the peace treaties in place at
any given time.
Tricca has a large shipbuilding industry, anything from fishing trawlers to Man-o-War
warships.
Fishermen make a fair trade from the docks.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
Winding cobbled streets with the
stones worn down run like a spider web
throughout the warrens that people call the
city of Tricca, From “The Dreggs” the poor
area closest to the docks, to the councilors
houses and estates. In the Dreggs and
other parts of town, many of the houses
are built out of old ship parts, it wouldn’t
be odd to see the prow of a ship attached
haphazardly to the front of a tavern,
business or residential dwelling. Many
buildings have rope bridges that connect
their upper levels to others in the vicinity,
masts, ropes and rigging provide ample
ways to traverse the city for those willing to
put their lives on the line.
There is currently a rail network being built
out of Tricca to both the main cities on the
coast. Barcot and Caldira.
Tricca has the deepest port on the whole
coast and is thus perfect for ship building
and launches.
A road and canal network inlet from the
sea connects the districts of Tricca. From
the Dreggs all the way to the wealthiest
areas. The docks house many warehouses.
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Market Square sits off Rogues Farthing
and has an abundance of exotic wares
pass through it daily. The canal that runs
alongside the marketplace often has
moored boats that host shops selling items
from distant lands.

Canals
The canals of Tricca are sunk wide and deep
to allow for larger vessels to get further
into the city should they need it. Moorings
line the city streets and small jetties cut
into the waterways, grey stone steps allow
for people to drop down to the walkways
beside the waterways.

THE

DREGGS
Architecture in the Dreggs is
a hodgepodge, old grey stone
lower floors & wooden timber
uppers with parts of seafaring
vessel integrated, masts,
rigging, ropes, hang from the
upper levels of buildings and
higher street levels allowing
those brave enough to traverse
the underbelly of the city as if
they were back on the waves.
Many buildings reach three to
four stories high with mansard
rooves. Some buildings
have wooden rope bridges
connecting one to the other from upper
levels.

Oil lanterns hang from the fronts of
buildings and overhanging floors (jettied
floors). These are lit on a nightly basis by
young ones trying to make legitimate
coin.
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THE

CROSSED
BLADES
Location
The Crossed Blades tavern sits on an intersection that runs along the seafront, located in
‘The Dreggs’ on ‘Brinebrewers Row’; It faces out onto the docks with many warehouses
surrounding it.

Outside Description
A grey stone building, four stories high, The Crossed Blades has a multitude of different
rope bridges leading from doors on the side of the building that would otherwise lead to
a deathly drop to the cobblestones below. The bridges and rigging connect to buildings
on all sides of the building and make for easy comings and goings of the shadier
characters that inhabit the docklands of Tricca.
The balconies on the upper levels look more like they belong on the prow of a ship,
cobbled streets run along two sides of the building and a small alleyway out the back
connects the main thoroughfare to the labyrinthine rat runs of the area of the city called
“The Dregs”. That being said, The Crossed Blades seems like a well kept establishment.

Inside Description
The ground floor has a large central fire pit and chimney that goes all the way to the
rooftop. Past the main mezzanine you can see a circular ceiling that is the floor to the
attic. The tables are made of a thick oak and have obviously seen some wear and tear
from all the usual antics that occur in a tavern of such repute. The stage is strewn with a
whole host of haggard instruments, though seemingly well loved.
Accomodations consist of many small rooms with wooden cots all off of a main
mezzanine floor. There are third and fourth floors, but the doorway seems warded and
generally well protected when there are people coming and going from it.
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DRARDER
BERTSON
The innkeeper is a middle aged male human
named Drarder Bertson. He secretly leads a small
gang of thugs and murderers.
However Drarder is accomodating to all those
who set foot in the blades, he sees this place as
very much an intersection a neutral ground in
an area known for it’s turf wars, gang violence
and ever competitive theives guilds. If there’s
information to be had, Drarder probably has it.

Height: 6ft 4” (Medium)
Birth Place: Tricca
Age: 46
Job: Tavern Keeper
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18
STR

+4

14
DEX

+2

16
CON

+3

10
INT

+0

10
WIS

14

+0

CHA

+2

Armour Class: 17 (+2 Leather Armour)
Hit Points: 153 (18d8+72
Speed: 30ft
Saving Throws: Str +7, Con +5
Skills: Athletics +7, Charm +4, Intimidate +6,
Perception +3.
Condition Resistances: Frightened.
Senses: passive Perception 12
Languages: Common, Thieves Cant, Elvish.
Challenge Rating: 8

Actions
Multi-attack: Drarder makes 4 attacks with his Knuckle Dusters or Flintlock Pistols.
Knuckle Duster: Melee Weapon Attack +7 to hit, reach 5ft, one target.
Hit: 9 (1d10+4) Bludegoning Damage.
Flintlock Pistol: Ranged Attack +4 to hit, reach 30ft / 90ft, one target.
Hit: 7 (1d10+2) Piercing Damage.

Reactions
Brawler’s Parry: Once per turn Drarder can parry an attack from any physical piercing,
bludgeoning or slashing weapon reducing all damage by half and requiring the attacker to
make a Dexterity Saving Throw (Target: 13), on a failed save, the weapon is dropped.
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MENU
Roasted Shark and Fresh Bread, Tankard of Ale
(10 cp)

This delightful fillet of freshy speared shark comes
directly from the docks to our door, normally still
gnashing it’s teeth, that’s how fresh it is!
Served on a bed of potatoes and greens with a hunk of
fresh baked bread and a tankard of our finest Crossed
Blades Brinebrew!

Stewed Prawns and Crispbreads, Tankard of
HoneyMead
(10 cp)

Straight in off ‘The Stealy Peat’; the famous rainbow prawn
of the Aelan Sea, marinated in the house sauce and stewed
in a creamy fish stock and garlic butter.
Served with home baked crisp breads and a sweet honey
mead imported from the green fields of Caldira.

Porridge and a mug of Ale
(2 cp)

Our most popular dish would you imagine! A
fresh batch of porridge served with a sprinking
of cinamon and a small jug of honey.
A mug of our most popular (and cheapest) Ale
acompanies it!
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Homegrown Vegetable Stew, Chunk of Fresh Bread
and Mug of Cider
(5 cp)

A large bowl of piping hot vegetable stew, carrots,
potatoes, onions, leeks and leafy greens go into making
this with a wonderful vegetable stock.
Served with a crusty hunk of our home baked bread and a
mug of your choice of cider as long as it’s apple!
Just don’t ask where the Vegetables are grown!

Rinded Bacon, Sausages, Steak and a Chunk of Bread,
Tankard of Stout
(15 cp)

A meal to put hair on places you never knew hair could
grow, thick bacon, juicy sausages, a steak cut and thrown on
the plate, chunk of bread and a tankard of Stout brewed in
conjunction with the Corlegnome estates!

Boiled Eggs and Crab sticks, Tankard of Ale
(8 cp)

Once had a guy named Bill Williamson came by and
said he could dunk anything in an egg.
Blame him for this one, fresh Crab sticks, three
boiled eggs, a tankard of ale and a bucket for when
you inevitably hurl.
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THE

DOCKS
30

The docks sprawl along the Triccan coastline,
the very northern intake of the Aelan sea,
Tricca is the final destination for many ships
seeking to move cargo between the two largest
settlements, Barcot and Caldira.
There are many warehouses that line the docks,
most owned by gangs, crime families, business
men or even groups of enterprising pirates.
All of whom charge for their use and their
protection.
The docks themselves are well worn, crooked
and weather beaten, built strongly and
maintained by the Dockworkers union. Arguably
one of the most hardworking groups in all of
Tricca. Commerce on the Ebon Coast is pretty
much controlled by these docks making it a
strategic point of control for both the cities
in vying for control over the Ebon Coast. That
being said, Tricca remains both independent
and a beast more than likely to break any leash
it is placed upon.

All along the expanse of the docklands, you
will find Union workers outposts and the
Dockmaster's hut, with the miles of docklands,
there are a few Dockmaster's, and though they
handle the day to day comings and goings of
legitimate wares, there are a few known to
take bribes to overlook other items of dubious
nature heading into the city at large.
Ships of all sizes and of all affiliations are given
the right to dock in Tricca as long as they pay
their fees. They have no particular loyalty to
Barcot or Caldira, simply to the coin that either
city chooses to invest in their city. The Aelan
Tithe Collectors and Council of Nobles do well
off the backs of the corporate control that they
have over the docks.

measure, and some of the greatest ships to
ever sail the Aelan seas have been built right
here in the dark city itself.
To the east, upon the cliffs is the Lighthouse,
once again, crooked and built of dark stone
and wood, it's aesthetic similar to that of many
of the first buildings of Tricca, a Mish mash of
ships appendages litter it's architecture. The
lighthouse keeper, no matter who they are
are handed down a tradition of safeguarding
ships entering the treacherous rocky coastlines
around Tricca, but also the knowledge that
Wreckers will pay a hefty sum to have the light
"malfunction" when a particularly interesting
cargo is due to make it's way into the city.

To the western part of the docklands is the
shipwrights and ship building inlets, and
though these do not number as many as
the warehouses, they are available in good
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THE

RATWAYS
Deep beneath the city streets of Tricca and
reaching out into the surrounding farmland
are labrynthine catacombes, sewer works and
smugglers caverns that are all wound together
and interconnected; these are affectionately
known as The Ratways by the denizens of
Tricca.
Those areas closest to the surface are
inhabited by folk who have found affording
a home or business above ground far too
extortionate, those who have a fear of heights
and do not wish to dare their lives every day
getting through their front door, and those
with a reputation that means being above
ground means being perpetually hunted by
city guards and bounty hunters.
There are many entrances into the Ratways
from the city and from select well guarded
places outside it’s walls; mostly known about
by thieves guilds and other ne’er do wells.
These are often located in barns or “safe”
houses with resident guards.
Beneath the city streets lives a world of it’s
own, merchants and other such businesses
make their homes in the less used ancient
mausoleams and abandoned sewerage works.
You can find everything from alchemists to
fences. Rarities from below the upper levels of
the Dreggs can often be found here being sold
amidst other tit and tat.
Sometimes darker denizens of the under find
their ways into the upper levels, meaning that
guards and adventurers are sent below to
investigate and more often than not eliminate.
That being said, the upper levels has a habit
of also throwing it’s own monsters into the
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Ratways, murderers and psychopaths make
their homes amongst the innocent and can get
lost in the myriad of tunnels. Any of them who
have managed to mentally map the Ratways
become a danger to the surface world that
would be hard pressed to be found without
intrepid investigators to hunt them down.
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THE

NOBLE
QUARTER
As a direct contrast to the Ratways and the
Masts, the Noble Quarter sits high upon a hill
overlooking the Market Square, the Dreggs
and the Docks.
Roads spiral up the hill in concentric circles
where large mansions and their complexes sit
on terraces. The richer the denizen, the higher
up the hill they live. Every home is different,
and each of the houses on the ascent are
as individual as their owner. Some including
archetecture from across the known worlds.
If you thought the Dreggs looked like a
hodge podge of makeshift shanties. The
Noble Quarter appears much like some
mad archetect went on an expedition and
could decide how exactly he wanted to
design his city once he returned.
Everything from monolithic statues to small
temples can be found in varying walled
gardens as you climb higher and higher.
The nobles of the noble quarter have
employed their own guards who are
substantially better paid than the regular
Triccan Grey Jackets. These imposing folk
can be seen wearing the livery of their
patron. And there are often bust ups
between the guardsmen of influencial and
wealthy citizens. (You can take the criminal
out of the dreggs, but you can’t take the
Dreggs out of the criminal or so they say!)
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There is a top spot on this mount olympus
of affluence, currently occupied by Don
Viggo Corlegnome, House Vanahain, The

House of Crows and House Daemor. These
three noble estates sit on the highest section
of the hill and nobody else in the city looks
down upon them. (Well, until Barcotian
Airships fly out this far!)

Daily Life & The Garden Markets
In Tricca there are a few places to find the
wares you wish to purchase depending on
your budget, the quantity and the legality of
what you’re seeking.
Of course, if you’re looking for wonders of
the world, fabrics and silks better suited to
palaces than the city streets, look no further
than the Garden Market in the noble quarter.
A beautiful square of boutique shops and
artisan craftsmen, eateries and The Gilded
Swansong Tavern, all guarded by the Triccan
Guard. Possibly the safest place to buy, sell
and relax in the city itself. Though it still
sports the tell tale Triccan Architecture, the
upkeep of the location is attended noticeably.
The streets are well lit with artificial lights
provided by the brightest minds of the
Barcotian Engineering Guild.

A marble statue of Ranael, Goddess of Law
towers before the Court House, a large
building of grandiose architecture surround
by fountains, flames and flowers planted in
half casks. The building itself might look like a
bastion of truth and justice to those who walk
this part of town freely, but to those dragged
here from the Dreggs and even those who visit
the estates of well known gang affiliates, it
looms like a white hot knife ready to separate
them from their freedom.

The buildings and gardens sport imported
pieces of art, statues and mechanical wonders
found nowhere else in the City of Gallows,
and the upper crust of society swan through
it’s streets as if these were the day to day of
every living being. (Well.. to them it is).

House of Crows
The House of Crows is an ancient order, some
say they all worship an old dark god but cherish
wealth over all else. Mostly consisting of mortal
beings, it is said that the House of Crows is
headed by a Dragon in human form, that would
be the only way that so much wealth were
hoardedin one place.
Highly secretive and selective of it’s members,
the House of crows appears like any well
guarded and maintained austentatious manor
house and grounds. It has very little of the
exotic materials that some choice to pull from
around the world to show their wealth, but it
bolsters it with golden statues and fountains
out in the weather for all to behold.

to the heart of the hill where the riches of the
House of Crows are hoarded.
Others say that inside is very little but
an homage to the denizens of the fel. A
chapel where the richest of the rich come
to communicate with the denizens of the
alterplanes and make deals to see them simply
become more wealthy.
Whatever sits inside that mansion. It’s worth
exploring.

The grounds are patrolled by skilled guardsmen
and the internals of the house itself are little
known to those outside it. Some say below the
house itself is a labrynthine compound leading
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Corlegnome Family Estate
As one of the Largest estates in the upper
regions of the noble quarter entering the
house would be of a considerable surprise
of anyone taller than a Gnome of Halfling,
the broadness of a Dwarf and the height of
anyone taller is going to make navigation
of the house itself somewhat difficult, but
not impossible. With many mezzanines and
doors designed specifically for folk of the
Gnomish stature, the Corlegnome family
estate is grand in its design. Allowing for
guests of any size to enter the rooms that
they are invited to, and guests of other
reputations to move freely about the rest
of the house.
Littered about the estate's grounds are
outhouses and buildings, some even small
personal workshops for inventions that require
the utmost secrecy. Viggo has ensured the
tightest security about his own estate including
weapons and traps of Gnomish design not
available to the general public.
The gardens themselves are beautiful and well
kept, everything seemingly human in size from
bushes, shrubbery, conifer and trees; Pruned to
perfection. The sounds of trickling water can be
heard around the estate from various fountains
and water features.

The house itself is a three story brick built
mansion, a wide veranda opens up onto the
garden and huge double doors open into the
beautiful structure. (There are smaller doors
littered around the house in strategic escape
and entry spots, Gnomish in size.)
The interior is mostly dark oak trappings with
burgundy leather where soft furnishings are
placed. The Don's office is full of bookshelves
and rare antiquities from around the world.
It also boasts a rather extensive collection of
spirits, wines and brandies in beautiful cabinets
designed to show them off to anyone visiting
the man himself.

House Vanahain
House Vanahain is ancient, those who sit within
it’s hierarchy are similarly as ancient. Old, Wise
and imposing are the family Vanahain; though
an odd family indeed.
The family Vanahain seems to cross species
and heritage to come together as one large
formidable power within the structure of
not only Tricca, but across the whole known
continent of Hertrend. The house in which they
congregate when called upon to meet sits
neatly in a well shaded artificial grove of large
redwood trees. It’s dark aesthetic is both in
keeping with the general look and feel of the
city, but it also has a more stoic and imposing
archetecture than most of the buildings in
Tricca. The front doors are large and imposing
set back upon a wooden porch that creaks and
cracks under the weight of anyone who might
approach. Their dark oak set into ebony woods
and stone leave little to the imagination as to
what kind of people you might meet inside.
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The windows are mostly stained and ornate,
but it is apparent that most have a dark tint or
something behind them that stops natural light
from filtering through. Similarly, the carts that
roll into the courtyard belonging to the house
and her guests are made from dark woods,
feature darkened windows and are decorated
with golden or silver filagree.
If it wasn’t yet apparent, House Vanahain is
the home to an ancient order of Vampires and
Dhampir. The council convenes once every 50
years and is a part of the accords that hosts
congregations for the supernatural houses
from across the known world. Once every few
centuries, Fae houses, Vampires, Werewolves,
Liches, Ancient Warlocks, Witches, Dragons in
human form all descend on Tricca to renew the
accords and ensure that the supernatural world
lives in harmony with the mortal world.

House Daemor
House Daemor makes no illusion about what
it is, a patron of the magical arts and home to
Witches, Warlocks, Alchemists and others who
might wish to explore the arcane arts.
Aetherical lamps float about the compound
like will-o-whisps lighting paths and sitting
amidst an aurora borealis of odd energys that
cling to the ground around the mansion. Every
so often, things float out of the mists, whether
it be statues or platforms with trees and plants
upon them. They raise into the sky a good 20
metres then slowly descend again.
There’s a dedicated portal platform, a set of
standing stones surround inlaid golden spell
circles, it sits inside a shimmering dome of
protective magical energy and part magic, part
mechanical constructs offer welcome to those
who are invited. They also see to keeping out
those who are not.
Inside the Daemor estate, the whole building
seems larger on the inside than it did on
the out, and that is stating something, in
consideration it is in itself a large mansion. The
Decor is plush and all manner of oddity floats
about seemingly of it’s own volition. There are
few walls that are not lined with book shelves
or shelves of oddity and trinkets.

Stairs and passageways move and open onto
one another in a rhytmic motion and it seems
the occupiers have learned to time their
journeys well about the mansion to ensure
that they do not take a step off a misaligned
staircase. There is an air of casual comfort
about the way regulars to the mansion navigate
it that must seem in itself an artform to those
visiting for the first time.
The rooms inside the building are often
occupied by a single occupant studying or
conducting experiments, but the rooms seem
infinite and hard to keep track of. With the right
equipment one might find a room easier, such
as one of the magical compasses given to a
visitor upon entry with a command to “Follow
this to your destination”. The trinket is just as
ornate as any of the other artefacts scattered
around the house. The lighting seems to glow
unobtrusively and automatically change to
suit the time of day or the feelings of the
party occupying the room, picking up on the
strongest emotion and reflecting it through
colour, motion and intensity.
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The Masts are a trapese artists dream.
High above the Dreggs where the ground
level buildings have been built ever
skyward in a hodgepodge of shantyesque lodgings, the folk who make the
higher levels of the city their home have
also ensured that they have their own
way to get from place to place without
ever having to touch the floor.
Rigging, masts and rope bridges have all
been used to create a traversable skyline.
Many of the citizens of Tricca can be
seen using the masts as a quick way to
get from one place to another, however
it comes with it’s own risks. There are not
nets (so to speak). Many a complacent
drunk has fallen from upon high when
trying to make their way home after a
night getting soused. Early mornings,
urchins and beggars will wander the
streets seeking the bodies of the fallen
to scavenge whatever coin or valuables
the unfortunate tumblers may have had
upon them.
The Masts is home to the daring and
the defiant, there are many businesses,
fences and other denizens who create
themselves a nest high up in the cities
loft, none reach the heights of the Noble
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Quarter’s hill however and those that
have tried have often built too high only
to have their home and those below
them come crumbling and tumbling into
the city streets below. A concerted effort
from all often happens at that point to
get the Dreggs back to some state of
normalcy.
When moving across the rooftops and
between the buildings of the masts,
it is worth considering whether you
could make it easier for yourself. Maybe
climbing the rigging to the next level
and simply leaping over to the building
across the way might be safer than trying
that rickety rope bridge that seems to be
missing a few slats.
Daring rogues and deft acrobats find
themselves full of vim and viguour
amonst the high ropes of the Masts,
others who choose to wear armour or
other such heavy and burdoning wear
might lose their lunch when they first
look down into the cobbled streets
below.

THE

MASTS
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THE

BARRACKS
Small boxy buildings sat at angles around the parade ground of the keep, a small barracks at
one end and a cobblestone road leading out onto a drawbridge that passed over a wide and
deep moat that more often than not was full of stagnant foul smelling water that flowed
down into the ratways below. Around the buildings a thick and tall wall of grey stone and
old mortar. Guards paced the walkways atop them on patrol, their navy blue uniforms with
silver and gold adornments depending on their rank.

ROGUE’S

FARTHING

Rogue’s Farthing is a large park filled with statues of creatures found mostly in the depths of
the sea. One of the only areas of greenery in all of Tricca, it could be considered a place of
beauty amidst the dark architecture of the city.
There are also the dark remnants of Tricca’s past littered throughout the park in the form of
Gibbets.
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HANGMAN’S FOLLY
Hangman’s folly is a large open green space
that separates the Dreggs and the noble
estates of the Rows. At its center sits a
cathedral built from the remains of old ships
and other items that brought the first settlers
to Tricca.
Around it’s exterior boundaries hang rusted
old cages on gallows. They are rarely used in
modern times.
The parkland is full of old trees with bent
boughs, the parkland itself, though a welcome
break in the bleak wooden facsimile of
civilization that Tricca claims to be, seems to
be well kept and cared for, though there isn’t a
caretaker to be beheld within waking hours.

The interior of the Chapel is crooked, and
seems to have a darkness beyond black
that extends into it’s every crevice, torches
in sconces around the building dimly light
the wooden pews and around the edge
of the ancient feeling building are carved
wooden sculptures of the gods, all slightly
more grotesque than those depicted in the
scriptures. There are also older depictions of
ancient beings and monstrosities, that have
been carved and placed in the building by
people who have visited. These depictions
have power and have spawned cults of their
own from visitors.

Legend tells of a creature that roams the
parkland amidst the gravestones of the chapel
at the center, a large gangly humanoid figure
that is seen mechanically moving between
trees and into the catacombs below the
parkland.
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HEROES OF

TRICCA
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The Characters provided in this section are for use as NPC’s in your own game
and are prominent denizens of Tricca, of course you are free to use them, or of
course use them as a basis for your own characters and adventures!
When creating characters to play in Tricca, think about the kind of vagabond
or troublemaker you would want to play in a city of thieves, pirates and bare
knuckle boxers.
Or maybe you’re an investigator living that noir fantasy trying to find out
who commited a murder or unspeakable crimes. Tricca lends itself well to
skullduggery campaigns, noir investigative campaigns, and if you head down
below the city, you can enjoy your traditional dungeon delves!
Panaver & Vivasse are the creation of A. Brown
All other Characters are the creation of T. Dowler
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PANAVER
CORLEGNOME
Daughter of the infamous Viggo Corlegnome,
Panaver has spent her life in the shadow of
a criminal empire. From a young age running
small time rackets amongst other kids within
the Corlegnome gang and of course other
members of the gang, she has struck out
on her own and has a small hideaway high
above the city streets amongst the hustle and
bustle of the masts. A small hut full of all the
shiny things she has taken during her time or
been paid for information.
A veritable magpie, Panaver will do most
anything to get her hands on precious metals,
gemstones or jewellery.
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Armour Class: 15
Hit Points: 37
Speed: 25ft (50 with Heelies engaged)
Saving Throws: Cha +7, Dex +10
Skills: Deception +9, Stealth +10, Persuasion +9.
Senses: passive Perception 11
Languages: Common, Thieves Cant, Gnomish.
Challenge Rating: 4

Actions
Multi-attack: Panaver makes 2 attacks with her
Daggers or Darts.

Reactions
Heelies Engaged!: Once per turn if
Panaver is to be hit, she can engage
her Heelies and wheel away up to 50 ft
without provoking opportunity attacks.
However if they are engaged she cannot
use the Hide action as the gems in the
heelies light up.

Dagger: Melee Weapon Attack +7 to hit, reach
5ft, one target.
Hit: 6 (1d4+4) Piercing Damage.
Dart: Ranged Weapon Attack +7 to hit, reach 20ft
/ 60ft, one target.
Hit: 6 (1d4+4) Piercing Damage.
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VIGGO
CORLEGNOME
Viggo Corlegnome is the head of the Corlegnome
family. A criminal syndicate operating out of Tricca.
A deep gnome of larger than life stature. Viggo does
not tolerate failure. He’s tough and completely family
focussed when he’s not focussed on his business.
Viggo came up from nothing, and now occupies one
of the top spots in Triccan high society. It’s no mystery
where or how Viggo makes his money, but he’s so
powerful now he’s untouchable.
With a penchant for the finer
things in life. Viggo’s mansion
houses antiquities from all over
the world. he hires only the best
mercenaries and associates to
join his company and help him
expand.
He tolerates his daughters
frivolities and even had them
engineer her favourite toys, her
heelies.
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Armour Class: 17 (+2 Leather Armour)
Hit Points: 153 (18d8+72)
Speed: 25ft
Saving Throws: Cha +10, Int +7, Wis +6
Skills: Intimidate +10, Insight +10, Perception +6.
Condition Resistances: Frightened.
Senses: passive Perception 16
Languages: Common, Thieves Cant.
Challenge Rating: 8

Actions
Viggo does not fight for himself
as best he can and prefers to use
lackies. When playing Viggo, You
can damn well bet he has a quick
escape plan and a tonne of guards
around to cover him.
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GLAAST

Glaast is the finest Bounty Hunter in all
of the Ebon Coast, some might even say
on the continent of Hertrend. Often on
retainer to the most afluent families to
be found in cities and towns across the
Coast.
His double barrelled shotgun is a creation
of the engineers and artificiers found in
Barcot. He’s not vain enough to have given
it a name, but those that have been on
the receiving end call it “The Loud Death”.
He can be found grumpily hiding out in
taverns and bars looking to catch out
unsuspecting marks who might wander
in for refreshments after a day of pilfering
and other such criminal activities.
Coming from a stock of warriors from the
north, Glaast is never one to turn down
a fight or generally anything particularly
competitive.
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Armour Class: 18
Hit Points: 192
Speed: 25ft
Saving Throws: Con +10, Str +10
Skills: Intimidation +8, Athletics +10,
Perception +6.
Senses: passive Perception 18
Resistence: Poisoned
Languages: Common, Thieves Cant,
Dwarvish.
Challenge Rating: 8

Actions
Multi-attack: Glaast makes 2 attacks with his
Greataxe or Shotgun (Reload 1).
Greataxe: Melee Weapon Attack +10 to hit,
reach 5ft, one target.
Hit: 13 (1d12+7) Slashing Damage.
Shotgun: Ranged Weapon Attack +7 to hit,
reach 80ft / 320ft, one target.
Hit: 11 (1d10+6) Piercing Damage.

Reactions
That’s a Kneecappin’: Once per round, if a player should try to disengage, Glaast makes an
attack with his Greataxe, on a successful attack, the player takes both the damage and is
knocked prone.
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VIVASSE
PHYRKARI
A kind-hearted individual who looks to see the
good in all of those around her, despite the
rough around the edges disposition of most of
those within Tricca. Vivasse is no stranger to the
darker aspects of her home city and is skilled
with a variety of weapons, including sword and
crossbow. While she would much rather settle
disagreements with conversation, she will not
turn down an opportunity to display her strength,
particularly against those who underestimate her.
She finds distaste in the more underhanded ways
of making a living within Tricca, and so takes up
a few different smaller jobs where she can help.
Often running a stall in the market of trinkets and
small artifacts found out at sea, or waitressing at
the tavern and cafés closer to the borders of the
Noble estates.
Captain Surbiene of the Lady Deceiver is
her lover, and when not spending time in
the city Vivasse can be found sailing the
ocean on his ship. Ever a fan of adventure
and discovering places unfamiliar to her.
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Armour Class: 16 (+1 Leather Armour)
Hit Points: 92
Speed: 30ft
Saving Throws: Cha +10, Str +7
Skills: Insight +6, Persuasion +10, Perception +6.
Senses: passive Perception 16
Languages: Common, Thieves Cant, Celestial,
Infernal.
Challenge Rating: 6

Actions
Multi-attack: Vivasse makes 2 attacks with her
Longsword or Crossbow
Longsword: Melee Weapon Attack +10 to hit,
reach 5ft, one target.
Hit: 9 (1d8+5) Slashing Damage.
Crossbow: Ranged Weapon Attack +7 to hit, reach
80ft / 320ft, one target.
Hit: 8 (1d8+4) Piercing Damage.
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SURBIENE
FALLENSTRIDE
Surbiene Fallenstride was the son of two
prominent magic users, both professors at
the University of Bilnala, he was born with
seemingly no magical power.
Surbiene was always a charismatic child,
spending his days amongst the student body,
conning magicians. (A seemingly impossible
task) He learnt the art of gambling and the
con.
Eventually Surbiene made a few too many
deals with the wrong creatures, one deal
leading to another, he has finally found a way
to hold back all of his misdeeds in the form
of the containment tattoos that are now all
over his body.
Vante and Esra are the names of the demonic
blades that have been bestowed upon him,
the demon to which he plays host is called
“Vephomeht”
The two blades are the embodiment of
two fallen angels, and thus are also hosted
within Surbiene. ESRAPHEIL and VANTHEME
but Surbiene affectionately knows then as
Vante and Esra. Surbiene bound them with
Vephomeht to guard him, but he's managing
to wreak havoc again and Surb needs
to know what has happened to his dark
guardians.
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Armour Class: 17 (+2 Leather Armour)
Hit Points: 153 (18d8+72
Speed: 30ft
Saving Throws: Cha +10, Dex +7
Skills: Acrobatics +7, Persuasion +10, Insight +6,
Perception +6.
Condition Resistances: Frightened.
Senses: passive Perception 16
Languages: Common, Thieves Cant, Auran.
Challenge Rating: 8

Actions
Multi-attack: Surbiene makes 2 attacks with Esra &
Vantheme or Flintlock Pistols.
Esraphiel: Melee Weapon Attack +10 to hit, reach
5ft, one target.
Hit: 9 (1d10+4) Slashing Damage. Esraphiel counts as
a Magic Weapon.
On Hit, the target must succeed on a constitution
saving throw (15) or be Petrified. (2 Charges)
Vantheme: Melee Weapon Attack +10 to hit, reach
5ft, one target.
Hit: 9 (1d10+4) Slashing Damage. Vantheme counts as
a Magic Weapon.
On Hit the target must succeed on a constitution
saving throw (15) or be blinded until the end of their
next turn. (2 Charges)
Flintlock Pistol: Ranged Attack +7 to hit, reach 30ft / 90ft, one target.
Hit: 7 (1d10+2) Piercing Damage.
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Welcome to Tricca
The City of Gallows
Tricca is a city of thieves, vagabonds and criminal
syndicates. A place where even the finest of folk can
be turned to a life of crime. Nowhere else in the known
world does crime pay so well.
So come and jump on in. learn some more about the
City of Gallows. Find your place in our world and enjoy
the shenanigans that come when walking that fine line
between crime and adventure.

www.wearewayfarers.com
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